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Collection Overview

Repository: National Anthropological Archives
Title: MS 4408 Jesse Walter Fewkes papers
Identifier: NAA.MS4408
Date: 1873-1927
Extent: 13 boxes
Creator: Fewkes, Jesse Walter, 1850-1930
Language: Undetermined
Summary: This collection consists principally of Fewkes's archeological and ethnological field notebooks, 1890-1927. It also includes correspondence, 1873-1927; lectures, circa 1907-1926; and unpublished manuscripts by Fewkes and others, circa 1893-1923.

Administrative Information

Acquisition Information

The original accession of Fewkes's papers was selected by Matthew W. Stirling at Fewkes's home after Fewkes's death in 1930. This accession consisted largely of archeological and ethnological field notebooks, correspondence, lectures, and unpublished manuscripts. These materials were originally cataloged in unrelated lots. NAA archivist Margaret C. Blaker brought these materials together in 1956 and cataloged them under MS 4408.

In March 1976, the Smithsonian Libraries transferred to the NAA papers largely concerning Fewkes's other scientific work. These were accessioned under the number NAA ACC 76-133. Another group of materials consisting of three volumes recording trip to the American West were transferred from the Smithsonian Institution Archives in December 1979.

Another acquisition to the Fewkes papers, consisting of a volume of photographs, a volume of correspondence, and another volume concerning Betatakin, were acquired from an unknown source. These materials appeared in James R. Glenn's office in the Department of Anthropology in April 1986. A notebook of graphite drawings of Taino culture was donated by Jordan Belfort of Old Brookville, New York via Alvin Abrams.

Related Materials

Additional records created by and about Fewkes are contained in the records of the Bureau of American Ethnology.

Fewkes correspondence held in the National Anthropological Archives is contained in the George L. Beam papers (MS 4517), the Henry Bascom Collins, Jr. papers, the Anthropological Society of Washington records (MS 4821), the Herbert William Krieger papers, the J.C. Pilling papers, the Walter Hough Papers (in the records of the Department of Anthropology), and the records of the Bureau of American Ethnology.
Fewkes photographs held in National Anthropological Archives are contained in Photo Lot 1, Photo Lot 30, Photo Lot 86 (his negatives), Photo Lot 73-43B, and Photo Lot 4321.

Fewkes drawings held in the National Anthropological Archives are contained in MS 3427 Drawings of specimens, Heshota Uthla.

The Smithsonian Institution Archives also holds a field notebook by Fewkes, Record Unit 7350.

The Department of Anthropology collections holds several accessions of artifacts collected by Fewkes, including USNM ACC 048761 (relating to Casa Grande excavations) and USNM ACC 050765 (relating to Mesa Verde excavations).

Collection supplement files relating to the life and published work of J. Walter Fewkes are on file in the NAA Reading Room.

Processing Information

Items 88-102 were previously listed at the end of the container list. In compiling the digital finding aid, they have been listed under the requisite series. Item 92 is now listed under Series 1: Correspondence. Items 90-91 and 93-102 are now listed under Series 2: Field Diaries, Notebooks, and Maps. Items 88-89 are now listed under Series 4: Manuscripts by Other Authors.

Original collection inventory created by Margaret C. Blaker. Inventory last updated by Adam Minakowski, December 2013.

Digital finding aid compiled and encoded by Katherine Madison, April 2017.

Preferred Citation

Manuscript 4408 Jesse Walter Fewkes papers, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution

Restrictions

The Jesse Walter Fewkes papers are open for research.

Access to the Jesse Walter Fewkes papers requires an appointment.

Conditions Governing Use

Contact repository for terms of use.

Biographical / Historical

Jesse Walter Fewkes (1850-1930) was a naturalist, anthropologist, and archeologist who served as chief of the Bureau of American Ethnology (B.A.E.) from 1918 to 1928. Fewkes received a Ph.D. in marine zoology from Harvard in 1877 and was curator of lower invertebrates at the Museum of Comparative Zoology until 1887. He became deeply interested in the culture and history of the Pueblo Indians while on a collecting trip in the western United States. In 1891, Fewkes became director of the Hemenway Southwestern Archeological Expedition and editor of the Journal of American Archeology and Ethnology. In 1895 he began working for the B.A.E., during which he conducted archaeological excavations in the Southwest, the West Indies, and Florida. During the summers of 1908-1909, 1915-1916, and 1918-1922,
Fewkes worked almost exclusively on excavations and repair of ruins in Mesa Verde National Park. He was appointed chief of the B.A.E. in 1918 and played an important role in the creation of Hovenweep National Monument in Colorado and Wupatki National Monument in Arizona. He retired in 1928, after which he continued research for the B.A.E. under the title of Associate Anthropologist.

Scope and Contents

This collection consists principally of Fewkes's archeological and ethnological field notebooks, 1890-1927; and includes correspondence, 1873-1927; lectures, circa 1907-1926; and unpublished manuscripts by Fewkes and others, circa 1893-1923.

In the accompanying inventory, the catalog numbers under which each volume or part was originally catalogued is shown in brackets.

Arrangement

- Series 1: Correspondence, 1873-1927
- Series 2: Field Diaries, Notebooks, and Maps, 1873-1927
- Series 3: Lectures and Articles, mostly unpublished, circa 1907-1926, undated
- Series 4: Manuscripts by Other Authors, collected by Fewkes, circa 1893-1923

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
Language and languages -- Documentation
Container Listing

Series 1: Correspondence, 1873-1927

(#1) Official or semi-official B.A.E. correspondence:, 1906-1927
Letters received and copies of letters sent; arranged alphabetically. [Old #734 (pt.)]

Box 1
Abbot, C. G.

Box 1
Albright, Horace M.

Box 1
Barrett, S. A.

Box 1
Bates, Charles H.

Box 1
Bates, Oric

Box 1
Beam, George L.

Box 1
Benignus, Wilhelm

Box 1
Bond, B. F.

Box 1
Booth, M. A.

Box 1
Breton, Adela H.

Box 1
Bushnell, D. I., Sr.

Box 1
Cammerer, A. B. (Mesa Verde National Park)

Box 1
Cole, Fay-Cooper

Box 1
Dawson, T. F.

Box 1
Doneho, George B.

Box 1
Frachtenberg, Leo J.

Box 1
Harrington, J. P.

Box 1
Hendrix, E. R.

Box 1
Heye, George G.

Box 1
Holmes, W. H.

Box 1
Hutchison, W. Spencer
Box 1  Jeancon, J. A.
Box 1  *Kidder, A. V.
Box 1  Kimball, Gordon
Box 1  Kleinsmic, R. Bron
Box 1  Lemmon, Thomas G.
Box 1  Linton, Ralph
Box 1  Membership, Misc.
Box 1  Muir, John M.
Box 1  Nippert, Alfred K.
Box 1  Orchard, W. C.
Box 1  Osborn, E. D.
Box 1  Parker, A. C.
Box 1  Parsons, Elsie Clews
Box 1  Prelini, Charles
Box 1  *Research, Committee on
Box 1  Richmond, Charles W.
Box 1  *Scott, H. L.
Box 1  Scripps, E. W.
Box 1  Sherk, Jessie
Box 1  Sherman, E. A.
Box 1  Siejo, Felix
Box 1  Smith, Harlan
Box 1  Smith, William Russell
Box 1  Watson, E. L.
Box 1  Wilson, Harry L.
Box 1  Wissler, Clark
Zimmerman, Mark E.

(#2) [Kroeber, A. L.] Statement concerning American Indian languages, 1919 December 18
4 pages
Also includes routing slip initialed by J.W. Fewkes, circulating the statement to B.A.E. staff (1 pp.)

The original of the above statement was identified in April 1969 as having been transmitted with Kroeber's covering letter of December 18, 1919 (received at B.A.E. December 20) in the B.A.E. correspondence file, and, with the routing slip, it has been returned to that file. Xerox copies, plus a xerox copy of the covering letter, have been substituted and filed under 4408:(#2). [Old #3776]

(#3) Personal correspondence:, 1873-1903
Letters received. Bound in 1 volume when received in Archives; unbound in 1967 and arranged alphabetically. [Old. #3291-c]
Box 2  Forstemann, E.
Box 2  Frazer, J. G.
Box 2  Garland, Hamlin
Box 2  Gatschet, A. S.
Box 2  Gesellschaft (für Anthropologie Ethnologie un Urogeschichte)
Box 2  Giglioli, Henry E.
Box 2  Haddon, A. C.
Box 2  Haebler, K.
Box 2  Harvard College
Box 2  Hein, Wilhelm
Box 2  Hodge, F. Webb
Box 2  Hooper, F. W.
Box 2  Langley, S. P.
Box 2  Lawrence, Amos E.
Box 2  Lungun, (?) F. H.
Box 2  Mark, E. S.
Box 2  Martin, Rudolf
Box 2  Mindeleff, C.
Box 2  Neumann, H.
Box 2  Nordenskiold, G.
Box 2  Nutting, C. C.
Box 2  Owens, William G.
Box 2  Packard, A. S. Jr.
Box 2  Parry, Francis
Box 2  Piente, Pedro de la
Box 2  *Powell, J. W.
Box 2  Pilling, James C.
Box 2  Reed, Warren A.
Box 2  Robinson, John
Box 2  Schellhas, P.
Box 2  Seler, Dr. E.
Box 2  *Tylor, Edward B.
Box 2  Verrill, A. E.
Box 2  Voth, H. R.
Box 2  Warburg, A.
Box 2  Wetherill, John
Box 2  Wood, Louis F.

(#4) Personal correspondence, undated, 1891-1894
5 folders
Letters and notes received from Alexander M. Stephen, concerning Hopi ethnology.

The undated material includes notes; transcriptions of Hopi myths and traditions (Informant: Wiki); drawings, including some published in Stephen's Hopi Journal (New York, 1936) and 1 colored drawing published in Fewkes, "Dolls of the Tusayan Indians," Internationales Archiv für Ethnographie, Band vii, pp. 45-74 (Leiden, 1894).

Also contains Letter from Thomas Keam, April 12, 1894, concerning Stephen's last illness (died April 17, 1894). [Old #3826]

(#4-a) Notebook of Tusayan Studies; Notes made at Walpi in 1891, circa 1891

(Estellie Smith, Florida State University states she tried to locate this MS at Peabody Museum in 1967 but wasn't able to.)

(#5) Personal correspondence, 1902-1915
1 folder
Letters received. Concerning archaeological collections, sites, etc. mainly in Porto [Puerto] Rico.

(#5-a) Personal correspondence, 1891, 1907, 1908
Also includes typed copies of labels (?) for Casa Grande model in U.S. National Museum (4 pp.).


Box 11

(#92) Correspondence, 1889-1891

146 pages

Miscellaneous correspondence and receipts interspersed in copy of "The New World Book List": Bristol, Old England. Printed for and Published by William George’s Sons, at the Sign of Cabot’s Head, MDXCCCC

Return to Table of Contents
Series 2: Field Diaries, Notebooks, and Maps, 1873-1927

Box 3  
(#6) Diary: Trip to Zuni, New Mexico, circa 1889 May 25-July 2  
1 Volume (approx. 150 pages)  
Notes are mainly ethnological, relating to Zuni, but pp. 168-81 give plan drawings and some notes on Halonawan, and loose map in back is blueprint of excavations at Heshota Uthla. [Old. #3291-J (pt.)]

Box 3  
(#7) Notebook, circa 1889  
1 Volume  
Contains: Ruins in vicinity of Zuni, New Mexico: Halonaque, Heshota Uthla, tower near Montezuma's ranch, etc. August 20 (27 pp.); Hopi ceremonials: Walpi (approx. 33 pp.). [Old. #3927 (pt.)]

Box 3  
(#8) Notebook: Hopi kachina collections in the U.S. National Museum, circa 1890s  
1 Volume (approx. 35 pages)  
[Old. #3291-J (pt.)]

Box 3  
(#9) Notebook, "A trip to Calais, Me. for the purpose of experimenting with the phonograph as an instrument to preserve the ancient language of that [Passamaquoddy] tribe. March 16-19, 1890. Eastport, May 23-26 [1890]", 1890  
1 Volume (approx. 75 pages)  
Briefly describes contents of 35 cylinder recordings and gives transcripts of several myths. [Old. #3291-C (pt.)]

Box 3  
(#10) Diary and notes: Trip to Zuni, New Mexico, 1890 June 6-July 30  
1 Volume (approx. 192 pages)  
Contains notes on ethnology and on archeological ruins. [Old. #3291-J (pt.)]

Box 3  
(#11) Notebook, 1890-1891  
1 Volume (127 pages)  
Contains: Zuni notes, 1890; Hopi notes, 1891; also archeological notes. Includes photographs and water color drawings. [Old. #3291-I]

Box 3  
(#12) Notebook, "So-yal-uñ-a": Notes on Hopi ceremonials, 1891  
1 Volume (approx. 25 pages)  
[Old. #3291-J (pt.)]

Box 3  
(#13) Notebook, 1892 June  
1 Volume (approx. 50 pages)  
Contains: Hopi ceremonials; Arizona archeology: Awatobi and other ruins. [Old #3927 (pt.)]

Box 3  
(#14) Museum notes, Madrid, 1892  
1 Volume (approx. 45 pages)  
Concerning West Indies and Central American archeology. [Old. #3291-L (pt.)]

Box 3  
(#15) Notebook, "Wū-wu-tcim-ti": Notes on Hopi ceremonials, 1892-1893  
1 Volume (approx. 50 pages)  
[Old. #3291-J (pt.)]

Box 3  
(#16) Notebook, "Po-wa-mú": Notes on Hopi ceremonials, undated, 1892-1897
1 Volume (approx. 50 pages)
Also includes archaeological notes on ruins in New Mexico; letters concerning archaeological sites. [Old. #3291-J (pt.)]

Box 3
(#17) Notebook, "Mam-zrau-ti": Notes on Hopi ceremonials, 1893
1 Volume (approx. 50 pages)
Also includes draft of a lecture on ethnology and archeology of Arizona and New Mexico. [Old. #3291-J (pt.)]

Box 3
(#18) Notebook, "Pa-lü-lü-koñ-ti": Notes on Hopi ceremonials, 1893-1894
1 Volume (approx. 50 pages)
[Old. #3291-J (pt.)]

Box 3
(#19) Hopi snake dance notes: Walpi, Oraibi, 1893-1895, 1897
1 Volume (approx. 90 pages)
[Old. #3291-J (pt.)]

Box 4
(#20) Notebook, "History", circa 1894-1895
1 Volume (approx. 200 pages)
Contains historical notes and extracts relating mainly to the Pueblos. [Old #3291-J (pt.)]

Box 4
(#21) Diary: Archaeological field notes, Arizona, 1895 May 29-July 13
1 Volume (approx. 98 pages and 5 loose pages)
Includes sketches of ruins and pictographs. [Old #3285 (pt.)]

Box 4
(#22) Notebook: Notes on Arizona ruins, 1895
Includes Sikyatki, Palatki, etc. Also contains field catalog of bowls (?) in another hand. [Old #3927 (pt.)]

Box 7
(#23) Notebook, 1895-1914
1 Volume (approx. 78 pages)
Contains: Arizona archeology: Sikyatki, etc., 1895 (approx. 20 pp.); Hopi flute ceremonies: Walpi, Micoñinovi, August 189[?] (10 pp); New Mexico archeology: Mimbres ruins and artifacts, vicinity of Deming, June 1, 1914 (47 pp); Obituary of J. G. Bourke, Newsclipping, June 8, [1896] (1 pp.). [Old #3927 (pt.)]

Box 4
(#24) Notes concerning altar drawings made by a Hopi priest, representing snake altars at the Middle Mesa, circa 1895-1900
8 pages (photostats of drawings)
7 pages (description of drawings)
[Old #3325-a]

Box 4
(#25) Notebook, 1897
1 Volume (approx. 21 pages)
Contains: Hopi ceremonies: Micoñinovi, Walpi; Archaeological ruins near Solomon[sville, Arizona. [Old #3927 (pt.)]

Box 4
(#26) Hopi ceremonial names and/or terms, circa 1897-1900
270 items (3" x 6")
[Old #1519]

Box 4
(#27) Notebook: Hopi ethnology, Walpi, East Mesa, 1898
1 Volume (66 pages)
[Old #3285 (pt.)]

Box 7
(#28) Notebook, 1898
1 Volume (approx. 83 pages)
[Old #3291-G (pt.)]

Box 5
(#29) Notebook: Notes on Hopi ceremonials, 1898 December, 1899 December
1 Volume (118 pages)
[Old #3291-G (pt.)]

Box 4
(#30) Notes, circa 1899, circa 1899
1 folder (approx. 333 pages)
Contains: General Hopi ethnology (290 pp.); Ceremony in kiva at Sitcomovi, October 18, 1899 (43 pp.). [Old #3290]

Box 5
(#31) Notebook: Notes on Hopi kachinas and ceremonies, 1899
1 Volume (121 pages)
Also includes some comparative data. [Old #3285 (pt.)]

Box 5
(#32) Notebook: Hopi ceremonials, 1899-1900
1 Volume (approx. 100 pages)
Including: Owakulti, Walpi, Oraibi; Powamú (part), Walpi; Palülükoñti, Hanoki. [Old #3291-g (pt.)]

Box 5
(#33) Notebook: Arizona archeology and ethnology, 1899-1900
1 Volume (137 pages)
Contains: sketches of pottery and other artifacts; notes on Hopi genealogies and/or relationships, kachinas, dwelling plans. [Old #3283]

Box 5
(#34) Diary and notes on Hopi ceremonies, 1899 September 22-1900 September 21
1 Volume (approx. 300 pages)
[Old #3291-g (pt.)]

Box 5
(#35) Diary: Notes on Hopi ceremonies, 1899 November 10-1900 January 22
1 Volume (63 pages)
Contains: Wüwütcimti, winter flute, children's dance, Cocotüki. [Old #3285 (pt.)]

Box 5
(#36) Notebook, "Katcinas", 1899 December 27-1900 February 2
1 Volume (156 pages)
[Old #3285 (pt.)]

Box 5
(#37) Notebook: Notes on ruins in vicinity of Flagstaff, Arizona (Archeo.), 1900 April 8
1 Volume (57 pages)
[Old #3927 (pt.)]

Box 5
(#38) Notebook: Hopi ceremonies, 1900
1 Volume (57 pages plus loose sheets)
[Old #3291-g (pt.)]

Box 5
(#39) Diary and field notes, 1901 August 16-November 18
1 Volume (approx. 110 microframes)

Contains: Visit to Buffalo, New York Pan-American Exposition (Aug. 16); then to Denver, Colorado; New Mexico (visits to ruins); and El Paso, Texas (October 18 and following). Vocabulary, ethnographic, and other notes on Ysleta and other Tigua and Piro settlements are on the lefthand pages of 1/2 to 2/3 of the volume, facing the diary account of the full trip, which is on the right hand side.

Published reference: American Anthropologist, vol. 4, n. s., 1902, pp. 72-75. (Re El Paso vicinity; ref from B. L. Fontana; not seen -- MCB/66)

[M‘film neg. on file, 2/67] [Old #3287]

Box 6

(#40) Notebook, circa 1901-1905
1 Volume (68 pages)
Contains: Porto [Puerto] Rico archeology, including pictographs; West Indies Archeology. [Old #3291-k (pt.)]

Box 6

(#41) Notebook: West Indian archeological specimens in Heye collection, circa 1901-1905
1 Volume (21 pages)
[Old #3291-k (pt.)]

Box 5

(#42) Notes relating to the West Indies, circa 1901-1905
1 folder (approx. 30 pages)
Contains: fragments of articles by Fewkes; misc. archeological notes; extracts from historical sources. [Old #3290 (pt.)]

Box 6

(#43) Notebook: Puerto Rico archeology and private archeological collections, 1901
1 Volume (57 pages)
[Old #3291-L (pt.)]

Box 6

(#44) Diary: Puerto Rico trip, 1902 April 26-May 26
1 Volume (approx. 100 pages)
[Old #3291-L (pt.)]

Box 6

(#45) Diary: Puerto Rico trip, continued, 1902 May 27-June 2
1 Volume (approx. 20 pages)
[Old #3291-L (pt.)]

Box 6

(#45-a) Diary and archeological notes and drawings: Puerto Rico and Santo Domingo, 1902 November 15-1903 January 16
1 Volume (approx. 155 pages)
[Old #3093 (pt.)]

Box 6

(#45-b) Notebook, 1903
1 Volume (plus loose sheets)
Contains: Diary and drawings of pictographs, Puerto Rico, January 18-April 16, 1903 (92 pp.); Notes and drawings of West Indies archeology and private archeological collections (approx. 150 pp.). [Old #3093 (pt.)]

Box 6

(#45-c) Photographs of archeological specimens from West Indies, circa 1903
Photographs found inserted in back of above notebook (#45-b).
Contains: 48 prints, various sizes, unidentified (some prints have catalog number written on back; most are blank); 2 4 3/4" x 4 3/4" negatives of West Indies archeological specimens, unidentified; 5 photographs, "Specimens from Puerto Rico in the Museo National, Madrid, 1912," cut out and mounted on paper. [Old #3093 (pt.)]

Box 7
(#46) Notebook, 1904-1912
1 Volume (approx. 68 pages)
Contains: Diary, Havana Cuba, January 25-February 16, 1904 (13 pp.); Notes on Cliff Palace kivas, Mesa Verde, Colorado, May-August 1909 (approx. 50 pp.); Trinidad Museum notes. December 12, 1912 (5 pp.). [Old #3291-1 (pt.)]

Box 7
(#47) Notebook, 1904
1 Volume (96 pages)
Contains: West Indies archeology (86 pp.); Vera Cruz, Mexico notes (10 pp.). [Old #3291-k (pt.)]

Box 7
(#47-a) Notebook, 1904-1914
1 Volume (approx. 68 pages)
Contains: Diary, Puerto Rico, March-April, 1904 (26 pp.); Drawings of private archeological collections of West Indies artifacts, May 1914 (28 pp.); "The Prehistoric Culture of the Antilleans," by J. Walter Fewkes (14 pp.). [Old #3093-(pt.)]

Box 7
(#48) Diary: Trip to Mexico, 1905 January 7-May 20
1 Volume
[Old #3291-k (pt.)]

Box 7
(#49) Notebook, "Trip to Vera Cruz and Tamaulipas", 1905
1 Volume (181 pages)
[Old #3291-k (pt.)]

Box 7
(#50) Diary and field notes: Casa Grande ruins, Arizona, 1906 October 16-1907 April 19
1 Volume (190 pages)
[Old #3291-b (pt.)]

Box 8
(#51) Notebook: Casa Grande ruins, Arizona, 1907 Winter
1 Volume (144 pages)
[Old #3291-b (pt.)]

Box 8
(#52) Notebook: Casa Grande, Arizona, 1907-1908
1 Volume (129 pages)
[Old #3291-b (pt.)]

Box 8
(#53) Diary: Casa Grande, Arizona and other ruins, 1908 January 12-April 5
1 Volume (49 pages)
[Old #3291-b (pt.)]

Box 8
(#54) Notebook: Casa Grande, Arizona and ruins in the vicinity, circa 1908 January 5
Box 8  
(#55) Notebook: Mesa Verde, Colorado field notes, 1908 May-June
1 Volume (23 pages)
[Old #3291-f (pt.)]

Box 8  
(#56) Notebook, 1908
1 Volume (approx. 93 pages)
Contains: "A Study of Pueblo Symbols" (52 pp.); notes on the towers of the Southwest (21 pp.); and drawings and notes on kachinas and bowl designs (20 pp.) in separate small volume attached to notebook. [Old #3291-f (pt.)]

Box 8  
(#57) Map of Cuba, with annotations, circa 1910
[Old #3291-k]

Box 8  
(#58) Notebook: Trip to West Indies, 1911 January 22-March 13
1 Volume (71 pages)
[Old #1250 (pt.)]

Box 8  
(#59) Notebook: Pueblo ruins of Arizona, 1911 April, August-October
1 Volume (70 pages)
[Old #3291-h]

Box 8  
(#59-a) Diary and field notes: Trip to Lesser Antilles, 1912
1 Volume (212 pages)
[Old #3093 (pt.)]

Box 8  
(#59-b) Notebook, 1913
1 Volume (approx. 58 pages)
Contains: excerpts copied from "The History of the Caribby Islands, rendered into English by John Davies," London, 1666 (18 pp.); notes and drawings of West Indies archeology and private archeological collections, March 15-16, 1913 (approx. 40 pp.). [Old #3093 (pt.)]

Box 8  
(#59-c) Diary and field notes: West Indies [Puerto Rico?], circa 1913 March 17-29
1 Volume (approx. 30 pages)
[Old #3093 (pt.)]

Box 8  
(#59-d) Diary (intermittent) and archeological notes and drawings: Trip to Europe, 1913 August 25-1914 January
2 Volumes (approx. 300 pages)
Includes drawings and notes on West Indies archeology in European museums [Old #3093 (pt.)]

Box 8  
(#60) Notebook: Pictographs in vicinity of Cooks Peak and Deming, New Mexico, 1914
1 Volume (14 pages)
[Old #1250 (pt.)]

Box 8  
(#61) Notebook, "Cliff Palace, Mesa Verde", circa 1915-1920
1 Volume (40 pages)
Contains field notes and measurements of kivas, not in Fewkes' handwriting; p. 1 marked, "Nordenskiold." [Old #3291-d-1]

Box 8
(#62) Diaries, archeological notes, 1915-1916
1 Volume (approx. 250 pages)
Contains: Trip to Arizona (January 1-February 6, 1915); Mesa Verde repair work (August 2-November 15, 1915 and additional October notes entered on December pages); Arizona ruins (June 1-15, 1916); Misc. archeological notes (undated). [Old #3291-e (pt.)]

Box 9
(#63) Diary (intermittent) and field notes, 1917
1 Volume (approx. 300 pages)
Including ruins in vicinity of Dolores, Colorado: Ruin Canyon, McLean Basin. [Old #3291-e (pt.)]

Box 9
(#64) Notebook, 1918-1919
1 Volume (approx. 40 pages)
Contains: Drawings of pottery in Williamson collection, Dolores, Colorado, September 4, 1919 (9 pp.); Discussion of architecture of Mesa Verde (2 pp.); Notes on mound sites, Louisiana, March 26-April, [1918] (2 pp.); Trip to Austin, Texas, via St. Louis (2 pp.); Mesa Verde notes (2 pp.) Texas archeological notes, Alto, Texas, Austin, Texas, April 11 (2 pp.); Mesa Verde notes, artifacts drawings, room plans (16 pp.). [Old #3291-d-1 (pt.)]

Box 9
(#65) Diary (intermittent) and field notes: Mesa Verde, Colorado, 1918 August 17-September 21
1 Volume (approx. 80 pages)
[Old #3291-e (pt.)]

Box 9
(#66) Notebook, 1918-1919
1 Volume (approx. 101 pages)
Contains: notes of McLean Basin House, Alkali House, Lion House, Aztec Springs Valley, Colorado, August 1918 (17 pp.); field notes and sketches of archeological work at Square Tower House, Mesa Verde, Colorado, August 1919 (approx. 84 pp.). [Old #33291-d-1 (pt.)]

Box 9
(#67) Notebook: Archeological field notes on New Mexico ruins, circa 1918-1920
1 Volume (20 pages)
Including vicinity of Magdalena, Gallinas ruin, and Ruin Canyon. [Old #3284]

Box 9
(#68) Notes in 1920 diary, 1920
1 Volume
Oak Tree House, Mesa Verde, Colorado. Pages 245-51 only. [Old #3291-e (pt.)]

Box 9
(#69) Notebook: Archeological sites in Missouri, circa 1921
1 Volume (17 pages)
Includes Halley's Bluff, Vernon Co.; Harmony Mission cemetery, Bates Co.; & White Hair's grave on Blue Mound. [Old #1250 (pt.)]

Box 9
(#70) Notebook, undated, 1923
1 Volume (approx. 10 pages)
Contains: Florida archeological sites, November 1923 (4 scattered pp.); Misc. Arizona and New Mexico archeological notes, undated (10 scattered pp.). [Old #1262 (pt.)]

Box 9
(#71) Maps relating to Weeden Island [Florida] site, 1923 November 3 maps

Box 9
(#72) Notebook, 1924 January 5
1 Volume (54 pages)
Contains archeological field notes and catalog of skeletal material from cemetery, Weeden Island, Florida. Notes are not in Fewkes' hand; marked, "D. L. Reichard." Also includes typed copy (17 pp.), containing penciled comments not in field notebook, but written in same hand as notebook. [Old #1262 (pt.)]

Box 9
(#73) Notebook, 1924 March-April
1 Volume (approx. 100 pages)
Contains archeological field notes, pottery drawings and discussion, Weeden Island site, Florida. [Old #1262 (pt.)]

Box 9
(#74) Diary, 1926 May 15-29
1 Volume (42 pages)
Contains: Misc. notes on Arizona archeology; Draft of obituary address on W. H. Dall [8 pp., pp 59-75] (undated). "Sent to Dr. Colton 11/37; returned" [this evidently refers to the volume]. [Old #1668]

Box 9
(#75) Map of South Carolina, 1927
Includes locations of four mounds in Oconee and Greenville Cos., visited in summer of 1927. [Old #1862]

Box 11
(#90) Account Books, Anderson School of Natural History, Penikese Is. [Mass.], 1873
2 Volumes
Includes a description of the school's method written at Cambridge, 1880 (6 pp.). [Old #3291-c]

Box 11
(#91) Notebook: Diary and notes from trip to Betatakin Canyon, 1910 May 25-June 24
1 Volume

Box 12
(#93) Photograph Album, undated
1 Volume
Contains pictures and post cards from trip to Europe: Italy, England, Alps, Greece, Jerusalem, Egypt.

Box 12
(#94) Notebook, verses by John Peabody Harrington, 1919 Christmas
1 Volume (18 pages)
Written out for Dr. J. Walter Fewkes.

Box 12
(#96) Notebook of trip to California, 1887 February-March
1 Volume

Box 12
(#97) Notebook of trip to Brittany, 1888
Box 12  
(#98) Notebook, 1874-1875  
1 Volume  
Contains "Connection of the Physical Sciences" March 1875; Thesis: December 17, 1874 - "A few observations upon the Anatomy of the Common Squid" [includes drawings].

Box 12  
(#99) Notebook, circa 1881  
1 Volume

Box 12  
(#100) Notebook, 1898  
1 Volume

Box 12  
(#101) Notebooks, circa 1879-1885  
2 Volumes  
After 1879 (Vol 1); 1885? (Vol 2)

Box 12  
(#102) Notebook, 1875  
1 Volume  
Contains: Miscellaneous zoology drawings July 11-August 14, 1875; Description and drawings of Gryllidae [Crickets].
Series 3: Lectures and Articles, mostly unpublished, circa 1907-1926, undated

Box 10  (#76) General anthropology and archeology, undated
        1 folder
        [Old #734 (pt.); 358-b]

Box 10  (#77) General and misc. Pueblo archeology, undated
        1 folder
        [Old #3290]

Box 10  (#78) Arizona archeology, circa 1926
        1 folder (3 typescripts)
        1 pubic SI-8 FW for 1926. [Old #734 (pt.)]

Box 10  (#79) "Antiquities of the Little Colorado Valley [Ariz.]", 1907
        100 pages (approx.)
        First 17 pages typed, rest handwritten. Printer's copy. Intended to be B.A.E.
        Bulletin 34 (1907) but not published. Field work done 1896-1897, according to
        Swanton & Roberts obituary, p.611. [Old #3291-a]

Box 10  (#80) Colorado (exclusive of Mesa Verde) and Utah archeology, undated
        1 folder
        [Old #734 (pt.); 2665]

Box 10  (#81) Mesa Verde, Colorado archeology, including catalog of artifacts, undated
        1 folder
        [Old #734 (pt.)]

Box 10  (#82) Florida archeology, undated
        1 folder
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Series 4: Manuscripts by Other Authors, collected by Fewkes, circa 1893-1923

Box 11  
19 pages (typed copy)  
Original manuscript and illustrations returned to Carter, October, 1936 [Old #3408]

Box 11  
(#84) Densmore, Frances: "Hopi and Zuni Music", undated  
4 pages (typed)  
[Old #734 (pt.])

Box 11  
(#85) Gill, William H.: "Memorandum for Mr. Redington", 1917 January 2  
17 pages (typed with 4 pages diagrams and maps)  
Concerning archeological sites in the part of the Coconino National Forest  
(Arizona - New Mexico) known as the "Tonto Addition." (Also includes 1 map  
found elsewhere in B.A.E. and presumed to belong with this file.) [Old #3291-d-2]

Box 11  
(#86) Linton, Ralph: Report on archeological material from an area on both sides  
of the La Platte River, not far from the New Mexico-Colorado boundary, circa  
1915  
6 pages (typed)  
Copy from letter of May 8, 1915. [Old #734? (pt.)]

Box 11  
14 pages (typed)  
Prepared for Westward Ho magazine [Old #734 (pt.)]

Box 11  
(#88) Newsclippings: Hopi, Zuni, Mesa Verde, 1893-1899  
1 folder  
[Old #3297]

Box 11  
(#89) Newsclippings: Excavations at Weeden Island, Florida, 1923  
November-1924 February  
1 Volume (27 pages plus unmounted clippings)  
[Old #1262]
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